PARTNER MEETING IN HUNGARY

1–3 OCTOBER, 2012

DRAFT PREPARED BY MÓNika RÉTI
GYŐR

130 km West of Budapest

Population: 131,000

2 CoDeS cases

From Vienna* to Győr:
public transport 30 min
+ train: 80 min

From Budapest* to Győr:
public transport 60 min
+ train: 80 min
+
walk in Győr: 8 min

(* from the airport)
AIMS

Project aims:
• discussing the relevant lessons learnt from the Vienna conference
• mid-term evaluation with the help of external and internal evaluators
• progressing with proposed publications
• preparing for the mid-term conference
• discussing necessary corrections and determining future tasks and responsibilities

Aims as a learning organisation:
• team building, harmonizing aims and working styles within the network
• revealing hidden competencies and activating partners
• learning from external inputs and getting to know with local culture
INFORMATION – 1.

More details will be sent via e-mail and we will start a blog for the meeting too!

DAY 1

09.00 – 13.00 Registration for late arrivals
09.00 – 13.00 Cultural programme (by bus)
visit to Hild József Építőipari Szakközépiskola
visit to Pannonhalma Archabbey
input: points for observation from environmental psychology
13.00 – 14.00 lunch
14.00 – 15.30 Steps already taken: plenary session
15.30 – 16.00 Coffee or tea break
16.00 – 19.00 Where we are and what ways forward: discussion and work with external and internal evaluators
19.30 – 20.30 Dinner
20.30 – Cultural programme (surprise!)
INFORMATION – 2.

Pannonhalma Archabbey is an essential site of Hungarian cultural heritage and education serving from 996

Hild Secondary School is presented in a CoDeS case blog

Besides getting to know with the local culture, the excursion serves with an experience for participants to trial with some environmental psychological aspects of observation!
DAY 2

08.30 – 09.30  Plenary session tasks ahead: seminar, mid-term conference, publications
09.30 – 11.30 Group-work on tasks ahead, coffee break included
11.30 – 12.00 Plenary session
12.00 – 13.00 Input: Environmental psychology and environmental communication. Presentation by Dr. habil. Andrea Dúll
13.00 – 14.00 Lunch
14.00 – 17.30 Group-work: (1) case studies; (2) toolbox; (3) travelling guide; (4) staying alive, coffee break included
17.30 – 18.00 Reporting from groups
18.00 – 19.00 Plenary session: further steps before the mid-term conference
19.30 – 20.30 Dinner
20.30 – Cultural programme (suprise!)
DAY 3

08.30 – 10.00 visit to the City hall of Győr
meeting the mayor and municipality leaders
input on economics and school–community collaboration
measuring carbon footprints in Győr: Dr. Cecília Szigeti, (Széchenyi István University, Győr)
10.00 – 10.30 Coffee (tea) break
10.30 – 12.30 Plenary: tasks, deadlines and responsibilities
13.00 – 14.00 Lunch

14.00 – 19.00 Steering group meeting
14.00 – opportunity for cultural programme for partners interested
19.30 – 20.30 Dinner for steering group
Dr. habil Andrea Dúll is a university professor at the two biggest universities in Hungary (Eötvös University of Budapest and Budapest University of Technology and Economics). Her research focuses on environmental psychology and environmental communication including sociopsychological factors of environments, inclusion, cultural differences.

The presentation will reflect on points for observation given for the excursion on Monday.

Győr estimated its carbon footprint via university–school–community collaboration, which was initiated and lead by a former geography teacher Dr. Cecília Szigeti, environmental economist (Széchenyi University), member of Hungarian Research Teachers’ Association.
DAY 4

09.00 – 12.00 Steering board meeting
13.00 – 14.00 Lunch
BACKGROUND

The Partner Meeting will be organised by the Hungarian Research Teachers’ Association and the Working-group for Environmental Communication (University of Technology and Economics, Budapest).

Responsibilities:
- **Mónika Réti** – venue, technical background and overall programme
- **Edit Lippai** – inputs and cultural programmes
- **Ildikó Lippai** – contacts with CoDeS partners, updating the blog and registration
- **Tamás Józsa** – guided tour to Pannonhalma and Hild Secondary School, cultural programmes
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL IN GYŐR!!!

(Please note that the presented schedule might slightly change due to negotiations with the municipality.)